EXCAVATIONS ON GARBH EILEAN AT SITE RI 41B (Annat): An early
medieval stone built roundhouse, reused as a shieling in the 18th century and
founded on a possible Iron Age roundhouse
By Patrick Foster, Linda Foster, Cathey Dagg and Janet Hooper

Summary
The Shiant Islands Archaeological Project (SHIP) was initiated in 2000 and continued annually until
2010. The aim of the project was to attempt, within the logistical and environmental constraints, to
reveal the total archaeological landscape of the islands. To this end archaeological site surveys,
environmental assessments and archaeological excavations were undertaken. The work to date has been
reported in a series of interim reports published on the Shiant Islands internet home page. One of the
sites RI 41 with the place name of Annat is described for the first time in the paper presented here. The
site is a settlement of two confirmed stone built round houses within a D shaped enclosure set at the
south coastal margin of Garbh Eilean. One of the houses was excavated over a number of seasons
producing a ceramic range and a small number of special finds which together can be arranged into a
sequence of periods. Apparently beginning as LBA activity on a platform it is superseded by a period
of late Iron Age use within a possible roundhouse, followed by the construction of early medieval stone
corbel roofed huts with many characteristics of an early Christian enclave, which may also be
connected to the use of the annat place name. Occupation then appears to cease abruptly and the huts
may have been left relatively abandoned until their more intensive re-use in the 18th century as a
shieling. In the late 19th or early 20th centuries they are deliberately demolished and the stone re-used
in the construction of a crude sheep fank and possibly some of the nearby field walls.

Introduction
The Gaelic name for the Shiants is na h-Eileanan Mora, which in his book ‘Sea Room’ Adam Nicolson
(1991) freely translates as “the Big Islands”, but are often called the Enchanted or Holy Isles. The
Shiant Islands lie some 6km. off the east coast of Lewis, which is the largest of the island chain
forming the Outer Hebrides or Western Isles of Scotland. They comprise of a group of three islands,
Garbh Eilean (Rough Island)(88.5 ha), Eilean an Tighe (House Island)(54.5ha) and Eilean Mhuire
(Mary Island) and a chain of small rocky islands and stacks, the Galtachean (Plate 1).

Plate. 1. The Shiant Islands from the east.
A full description of the islands geology can be found on the Shiant Islands web site (Walker 1929,

Goodenough 1999). Geologically the Shiants are mostly composed of Tertiary sills of Dolerite, which
display classic examples of columnar jointing comparable to Fingals Cave and The Giants Causway
(Plate 2). Archaeologically interest lies mainly on those rock types which can be worked to form tools
and, probably of more importance in a treeless environment, those rocks which are suitable for building
work. The local igneous rock is abundantly found in a variety manageable, angular shaped blocks, well
suited for house and field wall construction. Molten Magma rising from the interior came into contact
with earlier sedimentary rocks and the interface of the two cooled rapidly changing the sedimentary
deposits into metamophosed mudstone and the igneous intrusions into a fine grained rock generally
called chill stone. These two rock types may be chipped to form implements with varying degrees of
success and are not unlike a cherty flint in quality. Numerous implements and the debitage from their
manufacture have been recovered from the excavations at various locations on the islands
Earlier Jurassic deposits of Analsite-syenite are found on Eilean Mhuire. These rocks can be relatively
easily shaped by the local inhabitants to make rotary hand mills. The eroded remnants of thick mantle
of glacially deposited clay which covered the islands at the end of the last glacial epoch can still be
found along some of the margins of the lower coastal shelves and flint nodules and pebbles can be
obtained directly from the clay of pick up from the beaches close by where they have eroded out of the
deposits. There are also flint pebbles on the beaches, which may been washed ashore from glacial clay
deposits surviving in the waters of the Minch. Such flint has also been found as finished tools and
manufacturing debitage on the excavation sites. A full lithics report is forthcoming on the islands
internet web site.
The events that formed the Shiants some fifty eight to sixty million years ago contain the key to
research questions of geological importance for the formation of the rest of the British Isles and have
therefore been designated the islands a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) (Goodenough op cit).

Plate 2. Columnar rock formations of Dolorite forming the southeast cliff face of Eilean an Tighe.

Introduction to Site RI 41A (Annat)
Grid reference : NGR NG 4117 9829
This paper originates from the archaeological forum conference held on the Isle of Uist in 2010 where
an overview of the project was presented. Rather than repeat readily available information this paper
reports only on the, so far unpublished, excavations at site RI 41A (annat) on Garbh Eilean. This is
still a work in progress, but since the site is of potential importance to the archaeology of the Western
Isles it was considered appropriate for it to be reported despite the fact that certain post-excavation
elements are not yet completed. With this in mind it may be noted that the report is without a specialist
report on the ceramics, but to off-set this to some extent, the Iron Age pottery has been fully illustrated
in an appendix to the report. The Faunal report for the islands in general is still in progress however an
interim report on the bird bones (Julia. Best) is already published on the web site. The lithics report for
the islands is forthcoming and will be published on the web site as soon as it is recieved. Also missing
is are the main cross sections of the site. which are also still being worked on and which will be added
later.
The main body of Garbh Eilean (Rough Island) is divided by a north to south stone wall on the west
bank of the stream which flows down the centre of the valley of Airighean an h-Annaid. The stream
acts as the main channel for water draining from the sides of the higher valley and runs down to the
coastal shelf where it energetically flows out to fall onto the rocky foreshore. However water from the
eastern high plateau bogs seeps on a broad marshy front to the edge of the top of the valley side before
percolating down to provide water for several seep wells where the side of the valley meets the coastal
shelf. The coastal shelf is similar to that on the west coast of Eilean an Tighe and may have been wave
cut during some remote geological period in the past. From the sea this sloping coastal platform is one
of the few accessible areas along the southern coastline of Garbh Eilean, on which at certain times,
depending on the weather and tide, a landing can be made with relative ease amongst the dyke channels
and stepped rock columns.

Fig 1. Location map of the relevant sites known between the mid 19th century and the archaeological
survey in 2000.

Plate 3 General view of Airighean an h-Annaid to the north from the bay

Plate 4 General view east along the coastal shelf and across the bay to Eilean an Tighe.

To the west of the valley stream part of the coastal shelf still persists before it finally terminates at a
fault in the bedrock, which forms a high and mostly sheer, east facing cliff running inland to the north.
Here the backing cliff-face of the platform appears to have collapsed and eroded, perhaps having been
hollowed out, either separately or in combination, by a massive rock fall or by ice plucking during the
last Ice Age leaving a mass of jumbled stone at the coastal cliff edge. There is no visible structuring of
the rubble in the form of deliberate levelling or the construction of a revetment, and the formation of
the rubble may have been a natural event. Nevertheless, the angle of the slope when compared with the
surface of the platform area suggests that at least the front of the slope at the coastal edge has been built
up and organised into a level grassed over area (RI 40). This assumption has still to be verified however
and it may not become clear until coastal erosion, which is already attacking the face of the platform,
significantly erodes deep into the core of the assumed platform matrix at some time in the near future.

Plate 5. The platform from the east, with recent sheep fank.
On this level area the slight remains of three possible stone built roundhouses (RI 41A, B and C) were
recorded in the initial survey in 2000, which indicated that human handiwork has been applied to the
platform whether or not it was originally a natural feature.
In 2010 Linda Foster noticed that the fank sheep dip had been constructed within what appears to
almost certainly another sub-surface feature D, possibly another hut or the chapel to a possibly
monastic enclave.

Plate 6. The platform sites before excavation with huts A, B and C marked. The enclosure wall runs
out from under the side of the sheep fank enclosure to the top of the picture and with the position of
evaluation trenches 3 and 4 indicated. Possible hut or chapel D beneath the modern sheep dip.
Possibly the apparently unstructured nature of the leading edge and face of the platform and, more
certainly, the degraded nature of the roundhouses are the result of recent stone robbing to construct the
standing crude modern sheep fank, associated walls and recent fence post insertions, which form the
dominant and most visible structures on the platform. The leading edge of the platform stands
approximately 2m high against the hill-slope and fronting a flat area behind to the north which blends
into the increasingly steeply rising back of the hillside. An enclosure wall, now surviving in appearance
as a low stony bank, runs around the lower part of the hollow forming a D shaped enclosure to the
platform leading edge at the coast. The eastern side of the wall runs down the slope and under the
sheep fank to join the east end of the platform, while the west side runs down to possibly join with the
external wall face of roundhouse B. This leaves a pathway on the west side between the enclosure wall
and the fault line cliff face. Whether this is a deliberately planned functional path or merely the means
of completing the enclosure with walling instead of using the convenient cliff face is debatable, but it is
one of the characteristics which sets this enclosure apart from other enclosures in the Western Isles
where it is customary to utilise any convenient natural geological formation as part of a wall line. This
could also be explained as a defining feature if the site is proven to be of an early Christian nature
where it is normally used to clearly separate the inner sacred from the external profane.
In recent times, and no doubt at many other times in the past, massive individual boulders of basalt
have become detached from their exposed parent bedrock higher up and have rolled down onto the site
area. One such block sat in the top soil within roundhouse B (Fig 31 and Plate 49). This is a continuous
natural process caused by a combination of seasonal temperature fluctuations acting on the Diorite to
open slight cracks along weak planes within the rock itself or at the columnar boundaries, into which

plants begin the slow process of root invasion and expansion of the crack. Examples of this process can
be observed at many points around the islands.
Often such boulders are used as the convenient basis for some building works and in some of the
extensive scree formations associated with the cliffs on the North and east sides of Garbh Eilean these
massive drums of collapsed columns fall in such a manner that large spaces are created under them,
Some of these spaces have been used as convenient natural shelters (see the forthcoming survey
reports).

Current Site Chronology
The excavations at present may be divided into six main periods of significant activity and inactivity,
subdivided with a number of distinctive phases :
Period 1 possible seasonal use camping on the surface of the stone rubble 'platform' at some time
during the transition of the Late Bronze Age to the early Iron Age.
Period 2 the possible formal levelling and revetment of the stone rubble into a rough platform and the
possible construction of a stone and earth walled roundhouse in the Late Iron Age. Structurally this
period can be divided into 2 Phases.
Period 3 the construction, sometime around the 7th/8th centuries AD, of a stone and earth walled
roundhouse with a corbelled stone roof, apparently centred on the remnant circular wall foundation
mound of the earlier Period 2 Iron Age roundhouse. Structurally this period can be divided into 3
Phases.
Period 4 a period of time between the abandonment of the early medieval house and its more intensive
re-use as a shieling in the 18th century. There is no evidence for use, however fleeting, during this long
period of time when the building stood intact, but deserted, however it is inconceivable that such a
convenient standing, roofed building would not have been used if only as an occasional shelter.
Period 5 the use of the still standing and roofed Period 3 roundhouses as a seasonal shieling in the 18th
century. Some stone robbing of the enclosure wall and roundhouses may possibly have occurred during
this period to construct some of the small blackhouses on the ridge above the platform area
Period 6 the deliberate demolition of the superstructures and levelling of all standing buildings on the
platform possibly in the early 19th century for the construction of the sheep fank and pens.

The excavations 2002-2009
Excavations within ?structure A

Plate 7. A possible late shelter A.
Over several annual seasons, while roundhouse B was being excavated, this less than convincing
structure was also investigated when there was spare time and it immediately became clear that there
was no visible evidence of the mass of tumbled masonry from walls or corbelled roofing in the interior,
which evaluation trenches had revealed in houses B and C. An open pit, either modern or a natural
geological feature, in the middle of the “floor” area revealed solid bedrock around its edges and that
there was very little soil cover, either natural or cultural, and no internal structural elements such as
hearths and stone settings.
The removal of the thin topsoil revealed a grey gritty clay soil with abundant small stones appearing at
the base of the lower stones of the west wall (in reality the enclosure wall of the platform), which can
now be equated with a surviving post glacial clay. From the base of the wall it sharply angles down into
the well of the hut floor space. This work has revealed a possible linear bank composed of rubble stone
and clay, passing east to west under the south wall, which may possibly be either an Iron Age banked
edge to the front of the platform, a much earlier structure or an early modern temporary shelter. Clearly
this “bank” requires further investigation in the future.
On close examination of the “walling” along the southern edge consisted mainly of loosely piled stone
along the platform edge leading up to the significantly larger blocks of the west arm of the enclosure
wall, which in turn met the southern outer face of roundhouse (B). This is “walling” is considered very
recent and it has been further modified by disturbance and displacement incurred during the placement
of fence posts and stone piling by the shepherds to contain the sheep at this point.
A small number of pottery sherds were recovered either pressed into the exposed thin boulder clay

subsoil or from the shallow turf/topsoil of the interior, but they did not form a coherent assemblage and
were considered to be a jumbled mixture of several periods. The removal of the topsoil has produced a
small number of sherds which appear to reflect both an early medieval and an 18th century date. There
was a considerable amount of modern material in the form of plastic rubbish and metalwork, which
was cleared from the site.
The result of the excavations is that this site is no longer considered to be that of a roundhouse.
However it is considered that the fortuitous meeting point of enclosure wall, house wall and abundant
loose stone at the platforms south-western corner gave an opportunity for a crude modern shelter or
store to be constructed merely by piling the loose stone rubble at the platform edge up into a rough wall
like barrier and possibly a hollowing out of the “floor” area. A temporary shelter or store is considered
more likely than a seasonally used shieling since there was no hearth within the sheltered space. The
preferred interpretation is that it could be a 19/20th century temporary shelter constructed after the
destruction of the roundhouses and possibly used for activities related to the modern sheep fank.
At some future date it may be useful to use the interior of this “structure” as a convenient place in
which to further examine the subsoil and bedrock in order to verify our assumptions about the
formation of the platform and natural sequence of events that may have produced it.
Ceramics
Context 1 (Clean Off)

1
Fig 2. Pot 1 early medieval Pictish plain ware jar.

EXCAVATIONS WITHIN ROUNDHOUSE B
Period 1: The Platform – possible Late Bronze Age – Early Iron Age use (Fig. 3)

Fig 3. Roundhouse interior with underlying platform exposed in each quadrant after the removal of
clay deposits 67 and 87. The position of the late Iron Age stone worktop slab 54 is located.
In 2009 the final excavation of the roundhouse interior took place. Previously the excavations had
terminated at a point where it was thought that some of the stone rubble surface of the platform was
already being exposed in the scratched out at the base of rat nests. The activities of the rat population,
nesting, burrowing and associated general disturbances, had already been established as being
excessive and highly destructive. This may also have been responsible for enabling rain and ground
water filtering through the lower deposits and the platform stonework to create numerous voids into
which archaeological deposits and cultural material was falling. This was the situation as the platform
rubble was revealed in the southern half of the building. The last Iron Age deposits, in general appeared
to mingle with the platform rubble, however there were deposits of a fine, dense, sticky, grey and
purple clay of the kind encountered at the base of the peat soils revealed in some of the soil columns
dug during the environmental assessment. This material may be associated with the first formal

levelling of the platform, but again, further investigative work must be undertaken at some place
removed from the more intensively used areas to verify such details.

Plate 8. South-east quadrant reduced to show rat nest complex at platform level.
The scree material of tumbled stones was not at an exceptionally acute angle and would have possibly
become covered at least partially with soil washing downhill once the natural scree formation processes
had stabilized. Comparing the many recently formed scree deposits at various locations around the
islands shows that in many cases a soil cover is present, but at others much of the stone is still visible if
they are of a coarser nature. To determine if the scree had been modified by humans is impossible at
present with only the restricted views of it within the roundhouse available for inspection. The clay
deposits which are found covering the scree material at the base of the excavations are, at present,
somewhat ambiguous as to their nature and origination. The brown clay (87) and the odd lumps and
patches of grey clay, which appear in the northern part of the site, are considered to be naturally formed
clay soils covering the scree. Most of the southern half of the hut however was covered with a fine
dense black clay (67) with abundant cultural material, but it appears to be on the same level as (87),
the one merging into the other on an almost straight east to west line across the middle of the building.
It must be admitted that the relationship between the two, apparently different clay deposits is not
however absolutely clear, but it is assumed that they both pre-date the Iron Age roundhouse. The stone
worktop slab (54), which belongs to the Iron Age roundhouse, has its vertical stone edges set into the
clay (67) deposit, but this may merely be a deliberate part of the construction design so that they are
fixed firmly in the ground and do not rise too far above the level of the worktop slab. The slab itself
appears to rest on the surface of clay (67), but this is not completely clear due to the presence of
washed out voids beneath it (Fig. 5, Plate 10).

Plate 9. Keyhole excavation exposing the platform core rubble.

Plate 10. Keyhole excavation exposing the platform core rubble.
The black colouration of (67) does not appear to be caused by impregnation with massive amounts of
charcoal dust from occupation activity, although this is the area where several Period 2 Phase 1 Iron
Age hearths and displaced hearth ash deposits are located (Fig. 4), which could influence the nature of
the clay. The texture and colour of this clay is superficially similar to the natural grey clay found at the
base of the peat and lying directly on the surface of the bedrock. It can also be found in exposures
along the coast line below relic glacial till deposits and is thought to be clay produced by the chemical
degradation of the Diorite bedrock. In recovered specimens it is very fine sticky and greasy clay
without visible gritty inclusions or residual rock fragments.
Possibly, until further excavations can clarify the situation, the best resolution to this problem may be
to accept that the black clay is natural, unaltered clay, although it may have been deliberately redeposited on the stone of the platform along with the brown clay to create a level smooth living
surface. During the primary occupation of the hut (or on the open platform) cultural material was

deposited on its surface along with a black peaty soil which was trampled into this very pliable
bedding. It should be taken into account that other, later Iron Age floor accumulations have also been
very black, greasy and clayey, although they can usually be distinguished by the large quantities of
charcoal/ash dust present. Also it must be taken into account that pre-house activity on the platform is
confirmed by the excavations. However the nature, extent and intensiveness of this activity has still to
be explored since the excavation in the southern half of the hut was terminated at the jumbled surface
of the platform stone.
Excavation in the northern half ceased at the same level, however within an apparently structured pit in
the platform stonework and bordered on the east side by a large, possibly placed stone block, was a
hearth deposit (88) of compacted stiff orange coloured burnt clayey peat ash soil (Plate 11). Three body
sherds of thick walled pottery and several struck flakes of metamorphic mudstone were retrieved and
further struck flakes of mudstone were recovered pressed into the brown clay (87) amongst the
platform stone rubble to the east of the hearth. These finds along with the hearth indicate that there was
some form of activity on the platform before the Late Iron Age hut was built, most likely around the
time of the late Bronze Age – Early Iron Age transition. Other sites producing similar groups of
material are sites HI 15 and HI 60 on Eilean an Tighe.

Plate 11. Small circular hearth (88) in hollow against a stone block possibly set vertically.
Comments
Excavations within the roundhouse have given only a restricted view of the presumed platform and it is
not possible to come to any firm conclusions concerning some aspects of its nature; whether there
actually is a platform, and if there is, is it modified and how was it originally formed. To answer these
questions it may require the excavation of one or more extensive sections across natural formation and
preferably in an open area outside the built structures. However, the small area of the platform viewed
within the roundhouse does give some data with which to work with until such research is possible and
further erosion at the platform face will also make some contribution in this direction..

Plate 12. Final excavation with small area excavations cut down to the underlying platform.
The nature of the human occupation has to a great extent been revealed by the cultural material, the
structures and the location of the site, however the continual or intermittent occupation of the same site
over long periods of time, which is a common feature of Hebridean archaeology, has once again proved
an obstacle to clarity. Instead of a clear picture of events we are left with the tantalising glimpses
between features, which we do not wish to destroy, of prehistoric activity through the floor of the Early
Medieval house.
While the baked mudstone pyramid core found in the 19th cent clamp kiln (HI 15) on Eilean an Tighe
indicates a Mesolithic presence and the site of HI 26 may indicate that the islands were used at least for
ritual purposes in the late Neolithic, the earliest settlement proven is at present datable to around the
Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age transition period. At present this consists of possible residential sites at
located at HI 15 and HI 60, along with a number of scattered lesser seasonal or occasionally used sites.
The Period 1 Annat site is possibly one of these lesser sites.
Garbh Eilean is known in English as Rough Island, which is an appropriate name since there is little
arable potential on the island. Apart from some areas of rough pasture the island has been the focus of
peat fuel acquisition and, because most of the large colonies sea birds are to be found around the
coastal cliff edges here, the gathering and processing of bird related products. The faunal interim report
(see Roberts and Mullville.) clearly indicate that bird products, meat, eggs, oil, feathers and perhaps to
some extent, bone are one of the Shiant Island communities most important economic assets up until
the 20th century when the islands became relegated to a scientific and tourist attraction, and the grazing
area of a single tenant shepherd. Also for a short period in the 19th century the kelp industry was active
on the north coast.
How important access to the sea from this site was at the time of the LBA activity is not easy to assess.
The little bay to the east of Annat or the inlet at Annat itself may have been much easier to land on

several thousand years ago. Today it is possible to land with some difficulty and hazard, at the right
tidal time and with calm seas from even a small row boat. However as a permanent settlement
dependant on access by the sea or for access to the sea for fishing then there are limitations, especially
in the frequent periods of bad weather. On the other hand line fishing from the rocky shoreline is
feasible at any time and was most likely more productive in the past than it is today.
As a temporary camp the site is ideally located for possible use while cultivating the small grassy
coastal shelf to the east of the site and the areas of suitable arable ground along the central valley to the
north, and other activities such as gathering and attending to livestock; line fishing off the coast;
gathering birds and eggs from the lesser nesting ground along the south coast to the east of the site.
However for taking full advantage of the bird populations then the small sheltered beach at the north
end of the east facing cliffs of Garbh Eilean is more appropriate and it is very likely that a similar site
to take advantage of these assets exists somewhere close by in that area.
Special Finds
From Context 87: SF 679/688/681 Mudstone flakes
From Context 87: SF 682/683/684 Mudstone struck blocks

Period 2 Late Iron Age Roundhouse- permanent or seasonal use
The Late Iron Age - Phase 1. The presumed roundhouse (Fig. 4)
At some time in the Late Iron Age the platform is apparently occupied in a more established manner as
a permanent or as a seasonal settlement. This is characterised by the appearance, in the excavation of
the northern area within the standing walls of the medieval roundhouse, of a mounded arc of stone
rubble set within a matrix of clayey earth (59) forming part of the surviving remnants of a possible
earth and stone walled roundhouse (Plate 13).

Plate 13. Putative Iron Age roundhouse wall (59) underlying the early medieval walls.
Our view of this roundhouse is considerably restricted by the re-use of the site in the early medieval
period around the 7/8th century AD when another, more substantial, stone walled roundhouse was
constructed almost exactly over the ring wall of the earlier Iron Age house. Apparently only slight
differences between the line of the walls of the two houses has allowed any glimpse of the earlier

superstructure. In such a situation the central hearths naturally tend to coincide, which did lead to some
puzzlement before the wide difference of date in the ceramic assemblage was recognised. At present
with so much other work to be accomplished it was considered unnecessary to dismantle part of the
later building to confirm the presence of the earlier, but that may be possible at a much later date,
especially if the site becomes threatened, as it almost certainly will, by an increase in the rate of coastal
erosion at this location (see coastal erosion assessment on the islands web site).
When excavation removed the later deposits covering the 'wall' it could be seen that stone robbing had
most likely destroyed the integrity of the structure since there were no clear edge or face stones to the
wall line and although the slightly mounded character of the structure was clearly visible it could also
be seen that the stone rubble, which presumably formed the core of the wall was slightly displaced.
Some larger blocks of stone which are probably surviving face stones still almost in place, were
exposed protruding from under the later medieval east wall. A further possibly surviving edge or facing
stonework crosses the medieval roundhouse entrance passage at its base level (fig. 4).

Fig 4. Period 2 Phase 1. The Late Iron Age roundhouse under early medieval occupation levels.
The phasing of the internal deposits and features is based solely on structural changes, which does not
imply that there is some sharp all inclusive change in the nature and history of the site. It is more than
likely that the structural changes observed are more evolutionary than revolutionary and no doubt some
changes occur deep within the time scale of a particular phase and not at some artificially defined
boundary. In this particular case the phases are divided by changes in the central floor hearth, either
movement of location or an episode of significant renovation. The other features are allocated to what
is considered their most likely possible temporal close relationship with a particular central hearth. The

occupation should be viewed as a generally smooth flow of time and events whether of a seasonal
nature or that of a permanent residential occupation.
The House floor (69)
As is commonly found in pre-modern domestic dwellings the floor initially consists of a minimally
prepared earth or clay surface. Despite the current uneven appearance of the floor area it would almost
certainly have been initially levelled, most likely with a locally obtained natural clay, and possibly
some effort may have been made to compact it. In newly built early modern blackhouses for example,
sheep were often driven inside the building to trample and compact the initial floor clay, but whether
this technique was common in earlier times is not known.
From the very beginning and throughout the rest of its existence as a floor, even if it was regularly
cleaned out, the internal area of the house would have constantly received discrete quantities of
additional material, generally in the form of soils trampled in on foot from outside, ash spreads from
the floor hearths, also trampled around, and the general detritus of domestic daily life, all gradually
forming a compressed layer of inter-bedded lenticular deposits. There are many examples of very large
mounded peat ash deposits and multiple hearth structures revealed in the archaeological excavation of
Iron Age roundhouses, such as the multi-phased central hearths attaining a thickness of approximately
0.65m at the wheelhouse T17 Alt Chrisal, Isle of Barra for example (Foster and Pouncett 2000. Fig
4.12/13), which tend to indicate that not only was the fire kept continually burning, a very practical and
common practice in similar climates and environments, but also that it not cleaned out with any
regularity. In contrast the Annat roundhouse shows little central mounding of the hearth or floor
deposits and in general throughout its history the deposits of each Phase and Period are generally level
and not of any great thickness. Some general maintenance may therefore be contemplated with floor
litter being swept or scraped out upon occasions, but the evidence relating to such episodes have not
been detected. Only the late 18th century unstructured bonfire hearth of the final period of use (see
Period 5 below) was the hearth ash found in a significantly mounded state.

Plate 14. Iron Age floor accumulation (69) with central hearth (75).
The surface (69) of this primary accumulating floor deposit of brown clay soils intermixed with peat
soils is the generally discoloured orange/red hue of peat ash containing abundant charcoal flecking and
dust. This surface gently slopes down across the excavated area from the north wall (59) (Pl. 14). The

slope may be a deliberate functional design aimed at encouraging drainage out of the house in severe
weather, although there appears to be a low, level 'bench' against the inner face of the 'wall'. This low
platform may be interpreted as a sleeping platform, which would conform to the postulated
'cosmological model' (see Appendix 3 below).

Fig 5. A section of the lower deposits in the south-west quadrant of the Iron Age roundhouse, the stone
worktop (54) and hearth (77).
The division of space
Within the house a number of physical features formerly divide the floor space into discrete areas
around the central hearth, although the formation of defined quadrants has as yet not been fully
instituted. Assuming that the cosmological model is operative in this case the focus of the spacing
follows the movement of the sun in a clockwise fashion starting at the entrance.
Without dismantling the later early medieval roundhouse the actual position of the entrance into the
Iron Age house cannot be determined accurately. Usually, but not always (at Alt Chrisal (op sit.) the
wheelhouse entrance is to the south), the entrance to Iron Age houses is found on the eastern side to
greet the rising sun and also, in the Western Isles, to be on the sheltered side away from the prevailing,
often hard, west wind. There are some structural remains in the form of two lines of small stones (45
and 84) set into the floor leading towards the central hearth away from the east wall, which may
indicate that the entrance to the Annat house could be slightly to the north of the east facing medieval
entrance passage and doorway. Whether or not these lines were additionally defined with upstanding
partitions is difficult to prove one way or the other. They more certainly act as a division between the
north and the south parts of the internal floor space, a design feature that recurs in later periods and
phases.
Moving sunwise the southern area is taken up by a large stone lined hollow (85) and a large stone slab
worktop (54) with a small unstructured hearth (77) (Pl. 15) either butted to or cut by the western side
edging stones. Taken together they form possible cohesive kitchen work area for food preparation and
cooking. Fragmented pottery is most abundant in this area. These details closely conform to the
cosmological model of house space usage in this area, which is supposedly reserved for working and
cooking activities.

Plate 15. Hearth (77)
The hollow (85) is approximately a metre square, with abundant, generally flat, stones sloping down
the sides apparently forming a rough lining. The possibility that this is a large post setting is not
considered credible in this location or in such a small house. One possibility is that, with the addition of
a hide lining, it could be a water tank. In the central part of the southern area is an unstructured hearth
or paired hearths (77), which belong to an early part of the phase and may have been used in
conjunction with the worktop and the hollow. Apparently they become covered with ash and detritus
from the central hearth (75), eventually going out of service.
Probably during the earlier part of this phase, if not in the initial house construction, the great stone slab
worktop (54) was set into the floor (Pl. 19). There is no evidence to indicate that this feature was meant
to be a hearth structure, since there is no heavily burnt ash soil deposit associated with it other than
material spilled over from the nearby central hearth (75). The close proximity of the worktop to both
this hearth and hearth (77) suggests some connection, possibly concerning cooking or the preparation
of food. The slab itself is a single block, although it has cracked in half in situ, which would originally
have required two people to lift it and it therefore it is unlikely to be a lid. Also the slab fills most of the
internal space and consequently cannot be considered as some form of storage unit despite the presence
of large voids revealed underneath when the slab was lifted, which are most likely to derive from a
combination of water draining through into the body of the platform and rat burrows. The slab is more
likely to be the main element of the feature and was some form of working surface, the edging, which
was set in the surrounding clay layer (69), is only a couple of centimetres proud of the slab surface.
This may have been a deliberate design feature, although it is also possible that the slab settled down
slightly through time.

Plate 16. Stone worktop (54).
In the south-western corner by the side of the worktop a linear group of set and displaced stone angled
towards the central hearth, which may define the remains of a division line between the southern and
western areas, but is not a strong contender for such a structure.
Two circular hollows (70 and 72) cut side by side, of which hollow 70 retains some angled stones
around the sides may form a formal division, perhaps with a post structure, between the west side of the
house and the northern area (Pl. 17). However the fill (71) of this pit appeared to be no different from
the general floor accumulation. Fragmented pottery was also common in this area.

Plate 17. Pits (70) and (72) fully excavated.
Finally the northern area is occupied with a low bench of clay, which is interpreted as a sleeping
platform (Fig. 4). There is also a scattered mass of what appears to be displaced stone, including
several large slabs in and around a large irregular hollow for which no explanation can be given. Both
the stone and the hollows only became visible after the removal of the bench and therefore presumably
belong to the initial building of the house or even to a time before the house existed.

The central floor hearth (75)
The central hearth (75) was apparently originally constructed of small stone blocks set in a square
shaped plan into the clay surface of context (69), however later activity or merely the general
disintegration of the structural pattern through use has left only a few stones surviving to indicate what
might have been. A slightly mounded deposit of ash and charcoal dust (76) spreads out from the hearth,
especially to the west, on top of the floor surface (69) and over the top of the worktop (54) where an
abundance of small calcinated bird bones in the spread from the hearth was removed in its entirety for
later analysis (see interim bone report – Julia Best and Jacqui Mullville).
Although considerable attention may have been directed in keeping the fire in the central hearth floor
hearth alight at all times neither the surface at the base of the hearth nor the immediate surrounding
floor area, both of which may have been subjected to prolonged heat, are baked or in any way
especially hardened. This may be due to the rapid formation of ash from the first firing, which is not
cleared away acting as an insulator to the floor against successive or prolonged use of the hearth.
Other floor hearths (74, 77)(Pl. 18).
A small but significant hearth (77), which does not appear to have any related stone edging and
therefore is considered to be an unstructured fire, was uncovered butted up to the western edge of the
stone worktop (54). It consists of a deposit of blackened peat ash/soil inter bedded with indistinct
reddened lens of ash up to 0.08m thick capped with up to 0.03m of bright red/orange peat ash divided
by several stones set east to west across the middle of the hearth.
There are several unusual aspects to this hearth. The first being that it is elongated rather than rounded,
which is the shape normally found in unstructured fire places, although it is possible that for some
reason it was deliberately shaped this fashion. Secondly there are several large flat stones, which could
in fact be part of a displaced structure, lying awkwardly across the middle dividing the hearth into two
parts. This could also be a deliberate structural element used for some practical cooking purpose. This
could therefore also be interpreted as two distinct hearths, each of a more regular circular shape. And
thirdly this hearth was stratigraphically below ash and related detritus spreading out from the central
hearth (75), therefore apparently pre-dating it. Also there did not appear to be any ash from this hearth
straying over the worktop even though the two features appear to be butted up to each other and it may
be therefore that this hearth also pre-dates the worktop and is cut by it.

Plate 18. Unstructured hearth (77) sectioned.

This third point raises the possibility that the immediate period of construction and occupation may
have been a less structured and organised affair. This may not be so difficult to imagine if a fire was
needed while the house was lived in before the central hearth and the other structural elements were
installed. This may be reinforced by the presence of a mixed spread of peat ash deposits (78)(Pls. 1920) to the north and to the south on the western side of the house which appear to relate to hearth (77),
but may also be in part associated with the floor accumulation (69)

Plates 19-20. Ash spread (78) to north from walling (59) and to south of worktop (54).
Several small roughly circular patches of ash appear to represent additional hearths (74) situated close
to the east wall in a position that is close to where the eastern entrance should be if it exists. Such fires
are also noted in the later medieval roundhouse (see below). There has been a ritual explanation
proposed for fires close to or in the entrance way of small free standing early medieval roundhouses,
which are considered to be possible shrines or buildings connected with some religious rites (Ritchie
2003). A ritual aspect is always possible in almost any situation, but at least in the annat case it does
not appear necessary to invoke it since the other internal features and the material culture recovered
from the excavations indicates a domestic occupation. Also fire lit within or close to entrances may
only represent a practical attempted defence against the ubiquitous blackfly. However see the final
phase of the early medieval house described below.
Attempting to chronologically order the features, especially those which may relate to the hearth
deposits or between the hearths themselves, is not easily accomplished mainly due to the lack of
knowledge concerning how the ash deposits were treated. The hearth (77) stratigraphically appears to
have been in use before the central hearth since it is covered from deposits of ash and detritus that
originate from that area, however it is more than possible that they were operating at the same time.
Much depends upon how much control or lack of it was exerted on the ash residues, which form the
main bulk of the deposits in the southern and central area of the house. The same problem involves the
worktop and the other hearths. In the excavation the worktop appeared to be sharply defined against the
adjacent hearth (77), but if the worktop was kept clean of any ash spill then it could appear to have
been built at a later date when ash deposits from the central hearth cover both hearth (77) and the
worktop. The preferred scenario is that the hearths and the worktop were all primary features of the
newly built and occupied house, with the possible exception to a very limited number of features,
which were required before the internal arrangements were finalised. As always within any domestic
environment many features and deposits may have short life spans and may appear, be used, be
modified, be removed or become covered in a short time within the same phase.
Continued in Part 2

